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"Each speaker offered
such insightful advice on
breaking barriers and
stereotypes. Fantastic
effort by the entire team
of YSPN for bringing these
relevant and important
topics to light."

yspn



"I thought the event was
incredibly inspiring and
served as a great
foundation for learning
how to break the glass
ceilings and encouraging
men to be allies too!"

yspn



"Just wanted to say a huge thank you for
organising this event, it was extremely eye-
opening and inspiring. I felt empowered
listening to the journey's of 3 women in very
different careers, break barriers and
overcome stereotypes that still challenge
young Sikh women today. Having a panel
allowed us to get the answers to questions
we've all asked ourselves when faced with
diversity due to our gender and race. I really
enjoyed the networking before and after the
panel as it allowed me to meet so many like-
minded people that have had similar
experiences to me and share the same desire
to succeed in our careers. Thank you again, 
I'm excited to see what you guys have 
in store next!" 

yspn



"This event has made me
conscious of the challenges
women face in managing
cultural, family and career
aspirations. The event was
educational for everyone,
including the responsibility for
men in being able to support
women in being able to juggle
all of these factors."

yspn



"Kudos to the team! Amazing
event. Such diverse and fine
knowledge at one platform.
Outstanding. Can't wait for
the next one!"

yspn



"I just wanted to congratulate
you on an excellent event last
night in Brisbane! Both my
husband and I thoroughly
enjoyed the professionalism of
the team hosting from YSPN and
the speakers were so engaging
and provided practical tips and
guidance. You have and I'm sure
will continue to do an excellent
job for young Sikh professionals.
Keep it up!"

yspn



"It was an incredible night
of stellar speakers and as a
female, I left feeling so
empowered. Best of all, I
got to take away key tips
to help me with my career
path and for that I'm
grateful."

yspn


